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The first fantasy action RPG ever to appear on PlayStation4, the game lets you become an Elden
Lord that wields the magic of the Elder Guardians. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to wield

the power of the Elden Ring to build your strongest realm. ABOUT ELEX Elex Technology is a provider
of high-performance mobile games for both iOS and Android operating systems. The company's

focus is on developing and publishing games that utilize unconventional techniques for gameplay
and are characterized by elaborate soundtracks and complex storylines. With Elex, high quality

content is created based on our in-house know-how while our focus is always to develop games that
are tailored to individual players. ABOUT MCNAMARA MCNAMARA INC., a subsidiary of Asait

Corporation, is a leading publisher and distributor of consumer electronics products, providing
innovative and high-quality video gaming systems to the global gaming community. In 2015,

MCNAMARA marked its 15th anniversary, and since then, MCNAMARA has continued to develop
video games in a variety of genres, as well as distribute hardware products. ABOUT MIWATSU

CORPORATION Since its establishment in 2001, MIWATSU CORPORATION has been developing and
publishing a variety of mobile games. It has achieved an annual turnover of over 10 billion yen and

currently has ten development studios operating in a variety of genres, with 9 mobile game
franchises in the global top-three. It has been the first mobile game producer to create a number of
famous and popular titles that can be enjoyed by a wide range of audiences in all markets. ABOUT

KADOKAWA CORPORATION KADOKAWA, which started as a company focused on magazine
publishing in 1968, has been producing a variety of magazines, comic books, novels, and anime in
Japan. KADOKAWA has also become one of the most prominent publishers of Japanese manga and
Chinese manga, and is now the world's largest publisher of such manga. KADOKAWA manages its
business in a variety of fields, including games, toys, and animation. As of the end of 2012, it has
published over 800 manga titles and 70 million books. KADOKAWA has published a wide range of

titles, such as Monster Musume (pictured above), which has also been adapted into anime, and Spice
& Wolf, which has inspired two anime series that have been licensed for international

Features Key:
A unique fantasy world in which the challenges and pleasures will charm your soul

Customize your character with eight body types and ten faces
Work with other players and become a hero with several upgrade routes
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Become the first to fully enjoy the myth of the Elden Lords by forging the legends of the Elden Ring
Enjoy challenges and stories that transcend the game while you progress through an extensive world

Play Information

Online & Offline Survival Game
Connection to Online Games
Play both asynchronously through Online Game
Play in either Action / Turn-based Mode
In-game chat logs available at any time
CPU Optimization
Customizable controls with eight different types of sensitivity

Screenshots
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"I still can't believe I am playing a game where you can play as a Knight, a Witch, a Thief, or a
Sorceror. And those are just 3 classes! I love the style of gameplay and the game is extremely well
balanced. The abilities really add to the game and the gameplay is quite
enjoyable."—GameBoos.com "It's really neat that people can play as their favourite heroes or
villains, and within the adventure, they can try to prevent the bad guys from being thrown into a
prison where they will be petrified. Instead, you can try to keep them in a holding cell. As a Villain
you can persuade the people to change their stance towards the imprisoned, trying to convince
people to help you."—"Sawyer Perry, Cracked.com" "This game does a great job of creating a fantasy
RPG that lets the player feel like a real hero in a full-on fantasy setting. The music, in particular, is
absolutely fantastic. It sets the mood and pumps up the action to a feverish level. All of the options
are available to the players and there are a bunch of different ways to go about leveling up. A good
new release."—"Adam Sessler, GameSpot" "The game is simply fantastic. It has a great atmosphere
to it. The fantasy world is incredibly detailed and it's also very diverse, which makes the game worth
it and more entertaining. What's more, the game reminds me of the classic characters from my
childhood. It's quite a fun game."—"Sriram Perrar, IGN" "It's well-crafted fantasy RPG/Action/Puzzle
game, has a ton of content and excellent art and sound design... Elden Ring is one of the best RPGs
I've played in a while."—"Johan Vos, Eurogamer" "Though other quests lead to a complete opposite
tone, the penultimate quest gives you the opportunity to go for one of the best fantasy RPGs on the
scene. It has an amazing design, including its visual design, which has it own unique look, and
features 2 entirely different campaigns, the main adventure (New Game+) and the side quest. The
game will certainly be one of my favorite ones of the year."—"Jean-François Mocha, Frenchgamer"
"Elden Ring has a unique charm, from the ambient sounds to the fantastic character models. With a
good mixture of bff6bb2d33
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[CONSOLE SYSTEM: PLAYSTATION 4] 1. Screenshot Gallery PLAYSTATION 4 If you’re interested in
keeping an eye on Elden Ring’s progress from your PlayStation 4, I’ll post some screts of what’s
going on from time to time. We also have something planned for the new year in terms of streaming,
too! It will be revealed at a later date, so watch out for that. Also, a big thanks to our streaming
sponsor: If you’re interested in keeping an eye on Elden Ring’s progress from your PlayStation 4, I’ll
post some screts of what’s going on from time to time. We also have something planned for the new
year in terms of streaming, too! It will be revealed at a later date, so watch out for that. Also, a big
thanks to our streaming sponsor: A. Moving Pictures, Inc. B. Hey M3 C. Elacube D. P.C.S. 2. How to
control the NES controller (NOTE: This will be fixed) As this NES emulator is pretty laggy, so if you’re
going to watch our streams, please consider one of these: As this NES emulator is pretty laggy, so if
you’re going to watch our streams, please consider one of these: A. PLAYSTATION 3 Emulator B.
PCSX2 3. Infoscreen Info This is the place where information about the contents of our streams will
be found. This is the place where information about the contents of our streams will be found. A.
Streaming Schedule Elden Ring will be having a few streams. Elden Ring will be having a few
streams. The schedule will be as follows: January 20th, 2014 Sunday at 17:00 JST (Friday at 8:00
PST) [Stream Start time: 17:00] Take a look at the following streams: Dota's heritage of the DOTA 2
game and a short introduction to the PDX LAN. ADR: EG's Don't fear the dark as this stream will be
open not only for the "non-aliens" participants
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What's new:

Thu, 13 Apr 2017 17:26:18 +0000Stormblood debuted with
overwhelming popularity ~ Statistics halfway through the
gameplay. 13 Apr 2017 16:45:30 +0000The hero of high fantasy
returns in an exciting adventure fight, well-developed
characters, unique stages, and more. Introduction When I first
started using Ragnarok Online, fantasy was an afterthought for
me. Even after stopping playing it, every now and then I would
return to the game and spend my time gathering my favorite
heroes in the 'Bosom Watch', relaxing, and playing the same
environment with the same people. Even occasionally I would
indulge myself in creating a character, or invite random players
and play a game once in a while. Last year, I decided to open an
Rm and add more activities to my life. I quickly gathered a
strong group of people, but we decided to play classic RWBY
even after making the decision to live in the RWBY world. But
after that, my fellow Rm players and I all began to play another
game called Ragnarok Online 2 (RO2) and fell in love with it
because of the players and classes, so we began to play the
classic RO as a tribute. The journey about the classic RO has
experienced many ups and downs, with a sad ending, but the
classic RO won again in 2016. We could hardly forget about the
RO, despite continuing to play RO2, but also the world and the
game just wrapped up for us. Because of that, we came back to
the RO world, so we wrote a letter and proceeded to play the
classic game quietly. After 6 months of silence, we met in
person to talk about the state of the game, but it turned out
that a class had been added to RO, I heard of RO already took
the letter for medieval fantasy, this is the one I was avoiding all
along. But then we
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Rik ran short of valuable time to seek adventure. A courageous
youth, he has left Tarnished home and country to search out the
truth of the game’s design.   This devilish master plan, along with
the primeval tyrant of a ‘King’, is pushing Rik ever further out of his
comfort zone and into the clutches of danger.
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Follow Rik’s difficult journey as he struggles to avoid certain
destruction. As he tracks down this master plan, the people of
Tarnished face a dark future before him. The Elder Leader, the
Twisting Beast, and a shameful Cabal of course are in search of Rik,
but he will prove to be stronger than their schemes.

Rik features the following
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System Requirements For Elden Ring:

*Minimum: Windows 7 (64-bit only) and 8.1 *OSX is not currently supported *Recommended:
Windows 10 *Note: Internet Explorer 11 is not supported (otherwise, you can also play on Chrome
and Firefox) **Please use a laptop or desktop computer to play on. **Please do not use a mobile
device (tablets or smartphones) to play on. **Online play is not currently supported. **Steam
workshop and 4K Support are not currently supported
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